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Processes and Effects Group (APEG), EL, under th- direct supervision of
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Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station.
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1 Introduction

Background

The Sampling Design Software (SDS, Version 2.0) was developed as a
companion to the Instruction Report "Sampling De-sign for Reservoir
Water Quality Investigations" (Gaugush 1987). Four programs were de-
veloped to assist the user with problems with sampling design and its eval-
uation. The programs aid the decision-making process in sampling design
through the use of decision matrices (the DECMATRX program). Sampling
design evaluation is performed using variance component analysis (the
VARCOM program), error analysis (the ERROR program), and cluster
analysis (the CLUSTER progrrm).

The purpose of this user's manual and the SDS disk provided with it is
to assist the user in the implementation of these programs and is not in-
tended to provide instruction on the assumptions and calculation methods
of the statistical techniques used by these programs. The Bibliography
presents a number of sources for basic statistics, sampling design, and
more advanced statistical topics. The instruction report mentioned pre-
viously represents an introduction to the topic of sampling design. An in-
troduction to statistics from a reservoir water quality perspective can be
found in "Sttistical Methods for Reservoir Water Quality Investigations"
(Gaugush 1986).

Contents of the SDS Disk

A total of 39 files are provided on the SDS disk. The .EXE files are
the compiled program files for DECMATRX, VARCOM, ERROR, and
CLUSTER. These programs were developed and compiled using Turbo
Pascal 5.5 (Borland International, Copyright 1984, 1989). The program
files also have associated help files (files with an extension of .Hxx).
Three example data sets are provided for the programs VARCOM,
ERROR, and CLUSTER. These data sets are EG.VAR, EG.ERR, and
EG.CLS, respectively.

CWf I k~roww
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Some files are required for all of the programs. The files with an exten-
sion of .BGI are graphics device drivers. Only one of these files will be
used for any particular application, but all art provided for maximum com-
patibility with the numerous graphics cards to be found in personal com-
puters (PC's). The files with an extension of .CHR are graphics character
sets that are used in the introductory screens for each program. These
files are supplied with the Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler (Borland Internation-
al, Copyright 1984, 1989).

The COLORS.DAT file is a short ASCII-forrmat text file that is read by
all of the programs to set the screen colors. If, after running the
programs, you would like to change the screen colors, then simply edit
this file. Notes on color selection are included in the file.

A complete listing of the files on the SDS disk is provided telow:

Decision Matrices files:

DECMATRX.EXE - program file

DECMATRX.HOI - help files
DECMATM,.H02
DECMATRX.H03
DECMATRX.H04
DECMATRX.H05

Variance Component Analysis files:'

VARCOM.EXE - program file

/ VARCOM.H01 - help files
VARCOM.H02
VARCOM.H03

EG.VAR - example data file

Error Analysis files:

ERROR.EXE - program file

ERROR.H01 - help files
ERROR.H02
ERROR.H03
ERROR.H04
ERROR.HO5

S /

EG.ERR - example cata file
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Cluster Analysis files:

CLUSTER.EXE - program file

CLUSTER.HOO - help files
CLUSTER.H01
CLUSTER.H02
CLUSTER.H03
CLUSTER.H04
CLUSTER.H05
CLUSTER.H06
CLUSTER.H07
CLUSTER.H08
CLUSTER.H09

EG.CLS - example data file

Files used for all programs:

ATT.BGI - graphics drivers
CGA.BGI
EGAVGA.BGI
HERC.BGI
IBM8514.BGI
PC3270.BGI

LnTT.CHR - character sets
TRIP.CHR
COLORS.DAT - data file for setting screen colors

Installation

The SDS software will run from a single 360K 5.25-in. floppy disk (the
software is supplied in this format), but performance will be improved
considerably by installing the software on a hard disk drive.

To install the software on a hard disk:

a. Create a subdirectory for the software

MD C:SAMPLING

b. Copy all files from the SDS disk to the new diremtory

CD \SAMPLINO
COPY A:*.*

CWt I ftrdwcon3



(The above examples assume that youi C: drive is a hard disk and that the
SDS disk is in drive A:)

Hardware Requirements

The SDS software has been tested on a number of different PC con-
figurations. Testing has included 8088 (basic PC's), 80286 (AT types),
and 80386 machines. Numeric co-processors are not required, but will be
used if present. The CGA, EGA, VGA, and Hercules graphics drivers are
supported.

User Assistance

Please contact:

Robert H. Kennedy, CEWES-.S-A
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
3909 Halls Ferry Road
Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199

Telephone: (6C1) 634-3659 S
if you need assistance with the operation of the SDS software.

4 Chap*
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2 Decision Matrices

A decision matrix is an aid to the determination of sample size for multi-
variable sampling programs and can be used for eithcr simple random or
stratified random samplhig designs. The decision matrix is simply a tabular
presentation that incorporates the factors necssary to determine sample
size: (a) an estimate of the mean, (b) an estimate of the variability,
(c) desired precision, (d) the acceptable probability of error, and (e) the
costs associated with sampling. See Gaugush (1987) for a more complete
discussion of determining sample size and the use of decision matrices.

Program Execution

To ;un the Decision Matrices program, simply type "decmatrx" at the
DOS prompt. Be sure your default directory (i.e., the directory that you
are in when you entur the above command) contains all of the files on the
Sampling Design Software disk.

After the above command is entered, the program will prompt you for

all of the necessary inputs. Program flow is as follows:

a. Introductory screen.

b. Prompt for output route - output may be routed to either the screen
only or to a disk file as well as the screen (if dick file output is
chosen, the program will prompt for a file name).

c. Data entry.

d. View output.

e. Repeat analysis wi:h new data.

f. Exit program.

Chatr 2 Decluon Marices 5



A documented session presented below provides a more complete view
of the progrmn flow.

Data Entry

DECMATRX is an interactive program and allows you to enter data
during the execution of the program. Two data entry windows are used to
(a) specify the parameters to be used by the program, and (b) enter es-
timates of the central tendency (i.e., the mean) and dispersion (i.e., the
variance) of the variables to be sampled.

In the first data entry window, six fields are highlighted for input. (In
the representations of the data entry windows shown below, highlighted
fields are indicated by underlining the field.) In the first field enter the
value (from 1 to 6) of the number of variables to be used in the decision
matrix. The remaining fields are for the error probabilities and the levels
of precision to be used in the analysis. Default values are provided for
these fields, but they can be changed by entering the desired value in the
respective field. Five possible values for the error probability are suppoi ed
and are restricted to these values because of the method used to calculate the
t statistic in the program. Values for precision can fall anywhere within the
specified range of possible values. Generally, you will only need to specify
the number of variables because the default values for error probability and
precision provide a wide range of sample sizes.

DMCiSI0U NMATIX

Number of variables Isauiaua of 6) -

* zrot: Probabilities : A.U &U &U

Default to .03 .10 .20

Possible values: .01 .0 .10 .20 .50

Levels of #recision .U A.U

Default to .10 .20
RPane of possible values .01 TO .50

* -fe1~.m.u~m2 -Continu-

The arrow keys allow movement between the fields. The right and
down arrows move the cursor to the next field while the left and up ar-
rows move the curzor to the previous field. Typographical errors within a
field can be corrected by using the backspace key to delete the error and
then retyping the field. Errors can also be corrected after leaving the field
that contains the error, but in this case the entire field must be retyped.

6 •CNa 2 Decsan Matrim



The second data entry window consists of four fields for each of the n

variables specified in the first window. The example shown below as-
sumes that the analysis is to be performed on three variables. As shown, a
name, mean, coefficient of variation (C.V.), and cost must be specified for

each variable. As before, the arrow keys allow for movement between the
fields. Variable names can contain any characters (uppercase or lower-
case, numbers may also be used), but blank spaces are not allowed in vari-
able names. Decimal points are not required in the remaining fields but
should be used for clarity. Values for the C.V.'s are expressed as a decimal
fraction and not as a percentage. For example, the C.V. would be expressed
as 0.50, not as 50.0 percent, for a variable with a mean of 50.0 and a stand-
ard deviation of 25.0.

DECISION MATRIX

VARIABLE NAME MEAN C.V. UNIT COST

2

3

Error Messages

As the data are entered into the program, DECMATRX checks for er-
rors. The program checks the fields for number of variables, error prob-
ability, and precision for nonnumeric characters. If any are found,
DECMATRX will i:ssue one of the following error messages:

INPUT ERROR: NU1MBER OF VARIABLES INCCRRECTLY ENTERED
INPUT ERROR: ERROR PROBABILITY INCORRECTLY ENTERED
INPUT ERROR: PRECISION INCORRECTLY ENTERED

The program also checks these same fields to determine if the values
entered arm within the range of values supported by the program. If any
fall outside of the range of supported values, the program will issue one of
the following messages:

INPlUT ERROR: NUMBER OF VARIABLES 1S OUT OF RANGE
S~INPUT ERROR: ERROR PROBABILITY IS OUT or RANGE
S~INPUT ERROR: LEVEL Of PRECISION 13 OUT OF RANGE

O.ptw 2 Do,, 2 M__•,_ 7
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The second data entry window is also checked for errors. If a C.V. is less
than or equal to zero, DECMATRX reports: I

INPUT ERROR: C.V. <- 0

If a sampling cost is entered as a negative number, then the program is-
sues the following error message:

INIPUT ZRROR: COST < 0

If any nonnumeric characters are entered for any of the means, C.V.'s,
or costs, then one of the following messages will be displayed:

INPUT ERROR: MEAN INCORRECTLY ENTERED

INPUT ERROR: C.V. INCORRECTLY ENTERED

INPUT ERROR: COST INCORRECTLY ENTERED

Pressing any key after an error message has been reported will return
the progrmi to the data entry screen with the error. Correct the error and
continue.

Documented Session

This example session with DECMATRX uses the following data: 4
VaraMb lst.

1? 95. 0.56 25.0
TN 1614. 0.28 25.0
CHLA 35. 0.52 25.0

The object of the analysis is to determine sample sizes and costs as-
sociated with sampling these three variables over an annual period.
Sample sizes and costs for each variable are presented with respect to
error probability and precision. The results of the analysis can be used to
develop a sampling design within both statisticaf and financial constraints.

86
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Entering the command "DECMATRX" at the DOS prompt begins the
program.

Decision Matrices
Sampling Design Software - Version 2.0

Developed by
Dr. Robert F. Gaumli

EnvironmntalIaboratory
USAE WMatM-ways ExperiMnMt Station

(Press any key to continue...)

Created using Turbo Pascal, Copuriht Beorland International 1984, I989

After pressing any key, the program prompts for the output route.

Select output route

1) Screen only
2) Disk file

- enter value to continue...
rl - #lp

/
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Press F1 for help.

RN. ______ ___IV______ _____ ______ ___W

Select output route

1) Screen only
2) Disk file

Help ZMter value to continue...

* 0 lp Output routing
|Output from the Deci~sion 14atri~c*4poru a b o~dt disk

tile as well as to the screen. Pf you aelect to output to a disk

file, you will be prompted for a file name (paths can be included).

.2 - Continue

Press P2 to continue and clear the help window.

Select output route

1) Screen only
2) Disk file

Itter value to continue...
Fl - ftlp

10 OMO 2 Decision Metics.
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Select 2 (disk file output). DECMATRX then prompts for the output file
- name. Use MATRIX.OUT for this session.

Input disk file name: matrix.out

DECMATRX then displays the fust data entry window. (Underlined
fields represent fields that will be highlighted on the PC screen).

*ul M- Vtzt tYt

DECISION MATRIX

Nuaber of variables imaimum of 6) a )

Error Probabilities a .05 LO .20

i Default to .05 .10 .20

Possible values: .01 .05 .10 .20 .50

levels of Precision .10 .260 .

Default to .10 .20

Range of possible values .01 T0 .50

S I Help F - Continue

Chapter 2 Dedslo Males 11



Press F1 for help.

fDECISION MATRIX

Number of vari.blea 4Maximum of 6)

Error Probabilitiesa 1 .05 .1-0 .20

Default to .05 .10 .20

Help -Data input

{ Enter data in each Of the high-lighted fields. Default Values exist
for the error probabilities and the levels of precision. If these
values are satisfactory then you only need to enter a value for the
number of variables.

To move x'etween fields: left or up arrow - previous field
right or down arrow - next field

72 -Continue
- F1 Hlp - - Continu

V Press F2 to continue and clear the help window. Enter a "3" in the field
for the number of variables.

Press P2 to continue and the program displays the second data entry window.

I'DECISION MATRIX

VARIABLE MAKMEA C.V. UNIT C03T

12 ChUts 2 Decsism Matrce



Press F1 for help.

DECISION MATRIX

VARIABLE NAME MAN C.V. UNIT COST

Help - Data input

Enter data in each of the high-lighted fields. Provide a name, mean,
Scoefficient of variation, and sampling cost for each variable. The

sampling costs are usually analytical costs per sample. If costs are
not an issue, simply enter a 1 for the cost for each variable.

To move betw--& zawlds: left or up arrow - previous fiei.d
right oz down arrow - next field

F2 - Continue
/ -Fl - Helm. F2 - Continu

Press 12 to continue and clear the help window. DECMATRX returns to
the data entry window. Enter data to produce the screen shown below.

DECISION MATRIX

VARIABLE NAM C.V. UNIT COST

1 TP 95. 0.56 25.

2 TN 1614. 0.28 25.

3 CHLA 35. 0.52 25.

71l - Mel 72 - Continu

S//

/
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When data en�ry is completed, press F2 to continue. The program displays

sample sizes with respect to variable, error probability, and precision.

PURCISIO?4 0.10 .
0.20

ERROR: 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.20

TP 123 17 53 33 23 14
TH 33 23 14 10 7 4

CHIA 106 75 46 20 20 12f

A II l - olo P2 - Ex•.it F ) - C -state

Press F1 for help.

PRECISION: 0.10 0.20

Z-OR-: 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.20

rI 123 87 53 33 23 14

7T 33 23 14 10 7 4

CHA 106 75 46 26 20 12

g-n.-Klp -Sample sizes
le sizes are provided for each combination of variable, or o

pro abliy, and p recision.

. . r2 - Continue

2/
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Press P2 trj continue and clear the help window. Press F3 to see the costs
window.

COST

PRECISION: C.10 0.20

ERROER: 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.20

VARIABLE

7? 3075 2175 1325 825 575 350

TN 825 575 350 250 175 100

CEIA 2650 1875 1150 700 500 300

71 - Help r2 - Exit 73 - Saple size

Press F1 for help.

COST

PRECISION: 0.10 0.20

ERROR: 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.2C

r VARIABLE

TP 3075 2175 1325 825 575 350

TN 625 575 350 250 175 100

Help - Sampling costs
j~ISampling costs are provided for each combination of variable, errort probability, and precision.

7- 2-Continue[

F1 - Help, 2 - Exit F3 -Samle size

IM
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Press F2 to continue and clear the help window. 'Any time after data entry,
P3 allows switching between the sample size and cost windows. Press F3
to return to the sample size window.

SAMLE SIZE

PRECISION: 0.10 0.20
ERRIOR: 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.20

VARIABLE

P 123 37 53 33 23 14

TIq 33 23 14 10 7

CULA 106 75 44 28 20 12

P* Help r2 . 1- Euitj 73-CastsI

Press •2 to exit.

Repeat program with flew d cata? (Y or W)4a

At this point, you can either repeat the program with new data or exit the
program. Respond with "r" to end the documented session.

16 Qhkr 2 Do.•d Mos..
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Example Output File

DECISION MATRIX

INPUT DATA

ERROR PROBABILITIES s 0.10 0.20

LEVELS OF PRECISION a 0.05 0.10 0.20

VARIABLE MEAN C.V. UNIT COST

TP D.5OE.00 1 5.600E-01 2.500E+01

TN 1.614E+03 2.800E-01 2.500+01

CHLA 3.500E+01 5.200E-01 2.500E+01

SAMPLE SIZE

PRECISION: 0.10 0.20

ERROR: 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.20

VARIABT.E

TP 123 87 53 33 23 14

TN 33 23 14 10 7 4

CULA 106 75 46 28 20 12

COST

PRECISION: 0.10 0.20

,,RRO R 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.20

VARIABfLE

TiP 3075 2175 1325 025 575 350

TN 125 575 350 250 175 100

CHLA 2650 1875 1150 700 500 300

S1

Ch~tpr2 D•i MatSc,, 17
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3 Variance Component
Analysis

Variance component analysis is a technique for quantifying the sources
of variability in the data resulting from a given sampling design. The
analysis results in the determination of each design component's contribu-
tion to the overall variance. Based on these results, sampling effort allo-
cated to a given component of th- design could be reduced or eliminated.
See Winer (1971) for a comprebhnsive treatment of variance component
analysis.

Data Set Preparation

The VARCOM program requires that input data sets be prepared prior
to its use (i.e., data input during the program is not available). Data sets
can be prepared with most text editors and word processing software. The
data sets may conain only ASCII characters and none of the special char-
acters used by most word processors for formatting. If you use a word
processor to generate your data sets, be sure to save the files in DOS or
ASCII formaL

Data in VARCOM input files are organized into four groups:

Group I - title
Group 2 - problem size identifiers
Group 3 - factor and level information
Group 4 - data records

18 chapls Vrm Cawonm.n Anhrya i
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An example data set, EG.VAR, is provided on the SDS distribution dis-
kette and is shown below:

LAU GALLE - CHLOROPHYLL - MAY 1981 Data Group I
3 24 Data Group 2
STATION 3

10
2030

DAY3 2
5 Data Group 3

19
DEPTH 4

0
1
2
3

10 5 0 66.92
10 5 ! 69.89
10 5 2 69.97
10 5 3 68.51
10 19 0 4.77
10 19 1 6.23
10 19 2 4.38
10 19 3 3.88
20 S 0 46.13
20 5 1 39.85
20 5 2 44.17
20 5 3 46.45 - Data Group 4
20 19 0 3.37
20 19 1 3.38
20 19 2 6.11
20 19 3 4.71
30 5 0 57.28
30 S 1 48.00
30 S 2 59.71
30 5 3 58.39
30 19 0 3.50
30 19 1 3.70
30 19 2 8.64
30 19 3 6.47

Data Group I consists of a single line specifying a title for the data set
(maximum of 60 characters). Data Group 2 is a single line with two
items. The first is the number of factors in the data set (VARCOM allows
a maximum of three factors), and the second indicates the number of ob-
s-rvations in Data Group 4. Data Group 3 names the factors, specifies the
number of levels for each factor, and provides the name for each of the
levels. A maximum of 100 levels is supported by VARCOM. In the example
data set, three factors are specified in Data Group 2. The three factors used
in the example data set are STATION, DAY, and DEPTH. STATION has
three levels (10, 20, and 30) which means that three stations were sampled.
DAY has two levels (samples were taken on the 5th and the 19th of May).
Depth has four levels (samples were taken at 1-m intervals from the sur-
face to 3 m). Data Group 4 lists the value o, the variable to be analyzed
(chlorophyll a in the example data set) for each combination of the fac-
tors. For examplc, at station 10 on the 5th of May at a depth of I m, the
chlorophyll a concentration was 69.89 gg/l (second line of Data Group 4).

VARCOM requires that the data in Data Groups 3 and 4 be placed in
specific columns. A portion of Data Group 3 with column identifiers is
shown below.

CWW 3 Vattance Comonet n 19



1 2 3
123456789012345678901234567890 COItUi numbers

STATION 3 - Number of levels

20 Level ames

L acior nm

A factor name can have a maximum of 20 characters and must begin in
column I (i.e., factor names must be left-justified). Separate the factor
name and the number of its levels by one blank space. Therefore, the
value for the number of levels should begin in column 22 or greater. A
level name (in the following row) can have a maximum of 15 characters
and must end in column 15 (i.e., all level names must be right-justified).
A portion of Data Group 4 with column identifiers is shown below.

1 2 3 4 S 6
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123457g8901234s67890 - Column numbers

10 5 0 66.92
10 5 1 69.89 9
10 S 2 69. 97 -- Variable data (chlorophyll a)
10 S 3 66.51 -JI I I

I I LLevel 3names (depths)

Level 2 names (dates)

'•Level I names (staoot)

Level 1 names must end in column 15, level 2 names end in column 30,
and level 3 names end in column 45. At least one blank column must
separate the last level name from the variabl-. data.
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A data set for a two factor variance component analysis would appear
as follows:

EAU GALLE - CHLOROPHYLL - MAY 1981
2 24
STATION 3

10
20
30

DAY 2
5

19
10 5 66.92
10 5 69.69
10 5 69.97
10 5 66.5110 19 4.77

10 19 6.23
10 19 4.36
10 1i 3.86
20 5 46.13
20 5 39.65
20 5 44.17
20 5 46.45
20 19 3.37
20 19 3.36
20 19 6.11
20 19 4.71
30 5 57.28
30 5 48.00
30 5 59.71
30 5 58.39
30 19 3.50
30 19 3.70
30 19 6.64
30 19 6.47

Note that multiple observations for combinations of levels are allowed.
In the above data set, there are four observations for each combination of
station and day. It also important to note that the order of lines in Data
Group 4 is not important. The above data set could be just as correctly
specified as:

MAU GALL - CHLOPOPHYLL - PAY 1981
2 24
STATION 3

10
20
30

DAY 2
5

19
10 5 66.9210 5 69.69
10 5 69.97
10 S 68.51
20 5 46.13
20 5 39.65
20 5 44.17
20 5 46.45
30 5 57.26
30 5 46.00
30 5 59.71
30 5 56.39
10 19 4.77
10 19 6.23
10 19 4.38
10 19 3.66
20 19 3.37
20 19 3.38
20 19 4.11
20 19 4.71
30 19 3.50
30 19 3.70
30 19 6.64
30 19 6.47
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As long as the level names and the variable data on each line are placed
in the proper position, then the lines of Data Group 4 can be arranged in
any convenient order. A one factor data set would appear as follows:

ZAU GALLE - CHLOROPHYLL - MAY 1981
1 24
DAY 25

1951 66.92
55 49.89
5 69.97
5 68.51

19 4.e7
19 6.23
19 4.36
19 3.88

5 46.13
5 39.85
5 44.17
5 46.45

19 3.37
19 3.38
15 6.11
19 4.71

S 57.28
5 48.005 59.71
5 58.39

19 3.50
19 3.70
19 8.64
19 6.47

Suggestion: use an extension of .VAR for VARCOM data files. This will
distinguish them from other data files.

Program Execution

To run the Variance Component Analysis program, simply type "var-
com" at the DOS prompt. Be sure your default directory (i.e., the direc-
tory that you are in when you enter the above command) contains all of
the files on the Sampling Design Software disk.

After the above command i. entered, the program will prompt you for

all of the necessary inputs. Program flow is as follows:

a. Introductory screen.

b. Prompt for output route - output may be routed to either the screen
only or to a disk file as well as the screen (if disk file output is
chosen, the program will prompt for a file name).

c. Prompt for input file name.

d. View output.

e. Repeat analysis with new data.

SChaptw 3 Vaan Coqxonent Analysis
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I Exit program.

A dncumented session presented below provides a more complete view
of the program flow.

Error Messages

After prompting for the input and output file names, VARCOM per-
forms an error check on the input data set. If the data set specifies more
than three factors for the analysis, the program reports:

ERROR: NUMBER Or FACTORS EXCEEDS MAX. FACTORS

If the number of levels for any of the factors exceeds 100, the following
error message is reported:

ERROR: NUMBER O¥ LEVELS FOR FACTOR i

EXCEEDS THE MAX. NUMBER OF LEVELS

If the number of observations is greater than 3,500, VARCOM reports:

ERROR: NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS EXCEEDEi MAXIMUM

If, for any factor, the number of level names does not agree with the
names listed, the program provides the following error message:

ERROR: LEVEL ID NOT FOUND

VARCOM terminates after reporting any of the above error messages.
Edit the input data file and run the program again.

Documented Session

This example session with VARCOM uses the EG.VAR data set
provided on the SDS distribution diskette. These data were derived from
studies conducted on Eau Galle Reservoir in west-central Wisconsin. The
data set has three factors: STATION, DAY, and DEPTH. STATION has
three levels (stations 10, 20, and 30), DAY has two levels (the 5th and
19th of May), and DEP-TH has four levels (depths of 0, 1, 2, and 3 m).

The object of the analysis is to determine the distribution of the
variance in chlorophyll a among the three factors. If all of the factors ac-
count for a significant fraction of the variance in chlorophyll a, then the
sampling design is efficient. If, on the other hand, one or two of the fac-
tors account for most of the variance, then the sampling effoit could be
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reduced. The sampling design could be modified to include only those fac-

tors that explain the majority of the variance.

Entering the command "VARCOM" at the DOS prompt begins the
program.

Variance Component, Analysis

Sampling Design Software - Version 2.0

Developed, byv
Dr. Robet F. Gaugush

Envfronmental laboratory
Usa WaterwaysExperiment Staton

(Press any key to continue...)

Created using Turbo Pascal, Copyright Borland Internatlonal 1964, 1969

After pressing any key, the program prompts for the output route.

sel.ct output route
1) 8ozeen only

2) Disk file

Mater value to continue...

YI - selp

24
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Press Fl for help.

Slect output route

1) Screen only2) Disk fileo

r toter value to continue...
S1-Help

Help - Output routing

o Output from the Variance Component Analysis program can be routed
| to a disk file as well as to the screen. If you select to output

to a disk file, you will be prompted for a file name 4paths can be

I l2 - Continue

Press F2 to continue and clear the help window.

Select output route

1) Screen only
2) Disk file

later value to continue...
rl - Help
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Select 2 (disk file output). VARCOM then prompts for the output file
name. Use EG.OUT for this session.

Disk file name for output$ eg.out

The program then prompts for the input file name. Use EG.VAR for this
session. _-. -

Input data file name? g.Vat

Help -input data file

-tow.~~~ __. .............. n w
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VARCOM then displays the results of the variance component analysis.

SVARIANCE COMPONENT ANALYSIS

tU GALL - CHLOROPHYLL - MAY 1981

SURCE DF S8 MS

STATION 2 6.30E+02 3.15E+02r
DAY 1 1.5$E+04 1.58E+04
DEPTH 3 4.52E+01 1.51E+01
ERROR 17 6.91E+02 4.07E+01
CORRECTED TOTAL 23 1.72Z+04f VARIANCE CCOONENT ESTIMATE PERCENT TOTAL

VAR(STATION ) 3.431+01 2.47
SVADAY ) 1.31E+03 94.90
VAR(DEPTH -4.271+00 < .01
VAR(ERROR) 4.07E+01 2.94

7 Help F2 - Exit

Press F1 for help.

VARIANCE COMPONENT ANALYSIS !

MAU GALLE - CHLOROPHYLL - MAY 1981

SOURCE DF as MS

STATION 2 6.303+02 3.15E+02
m Help - Variance oonpo,•ont analysis

Output is divided into two sections. The upper section of thewindow provides t~he output of an a-way analysis of variance.
The *Source* column lists the sources of variablilty withbin the data
set;. The -DF- column provides the degrees of freedom for each of t~he

sources. The sun of scaares and the mean square error are given in
athe 5re5 and MHSI columns, respectively. The lower section of the
outpur lists tohe variance component estheoter and the relative

Scontprbutiton of each source to thoe overall variance.

SF2 - Continue

e F2 -lExit
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Press P2 to continue and clear the help window.

VARIANCE COMPONENT ANALYSIS

EAU GALLE - CHLOROPnYLL - MAY 1981

SOURCE o r MS H

STATION 2 6.303+02 3.153402 r
DAY 1 1.583+04 1.•SEE04
DEPTH ,3 4.523+01 1.513+01
ERROR 17 6.913+02 4.07E+01
CORRECTED TOTAL 23 1.723+04

VARIANCE COMONENT ESTIMATE PERCENT TOTAL

VAR(STATION ) 3.43E+01 2.47
VAR(DAY 1.313+03 94.90
VAR (DEPTH ) -4.272+00 < . 01VAR (ERROR) 4.073+01 2.94

VAR-DHelp F2 -427xit0

The variance component analysis indicates that most of the variance (al-
most 95 percent) is explained by sampling date (the DAY factor). For this
data set, sampling stations and dates account for less than 3 percent of the
total variance. Press "2 to exit.

Repeat program with now data? (Y or N) N

After finishing the analysis, you can repeat the program with a new
data set or exit the program.

2/
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Example Output File

VARIANCE COMPONENT ANALYSIS

LAU GALLE - CHLOROPHYLL - MAY 1981 Title

SOURCE or 88 Ms

STATION 2 6.30Z+02 3.15E+02
DAY 1 1.631+04 1.5SE+04 I- N-way analysis of variance
DEPTH 3 4.523+•l 1.51Z+0"* |

WROR 17 6. 913+02 4.071+01 _
CORR.CTED TOTAL 23 1.723+04

VARIANCE cWWOIIENT STIMATE PERCENT TOTAL

VAR (STATION 3.439+01 2.47
VAR(DAY ) 1.31Z+03 94.90 -- Variinc comiponent estima•es
VAR (DEPTH -4.273+00 < .01
VAR (ERROR) 4.07Z+01 2.94

3A
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4 Error Analysis

Error analysis is a statistical technique that can be used to improve an
existing sampling design that uses the observed distribution of variance to
redefine the sampling design. The results of -the error analysis are used to
redistribute samples to the existing strata to produce the minimum
variance about the mean. The technique can be applied to the data of a
stratified sampling design or to the data from a simple random or a sys- - -
tematic sample that has been subjected to poststratification (i.e., defining
strata a posteriori). See Gaugush (1987) for a more detailed description
of stratified sampling and the use of error analysis.

Data Set Preparation

The ERROR program requires that input data sets be prepared prior to
its use (i.e., data input during the program is not available). Data sets can
be prepared with most text editors and word processing software. The
data sets may contain only ASCII characters and none of the special char-
acters used by most word processors for formatting. If you use a word
processor to generate your data sets, be sure to save the files in DOS or
ASCII format.

Data in ERROR input files are organized into four groups:

Group I - title
Group 2 - problem size identifier
Group 3 - strata weights
Group 4 - data records
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An example data set, EG.ERR, is provided on the SDS distribution
diskette and is shown below:

EAU Gh= - 1981 - STATION 20 Data Group 1
4 Data Group 2
1 .167 -n
2 .334 I Data Group 3
3 .167
4 .332 -•'
1 7.8748E+01
1 1.6735E+02
1 4.2722Z+01
1 4.3925E+00
2 5.8933E+00
2 2.7610E+01
2 2.9570E+01
2 5.7273E+01
2 4.2378E+01
2 4.06028+01
2 5.5306E+01
2 6.5534S+01 DaM Group 4
2 5.2158E+01
3 3.1465E+01
3 2.4320E+01
3 4.0684E+01
3 3.1248E+01
4 1.3363Z+01
4 1.89668+01
4 1.0322E+01
4 2.8420E+00
4 3.50758E00
4 0.23008+00
4 2.85752+01
4 2.5618Z+01

Data Group I consists of a single line for the title of the data set (maxi-
mum of 60 characters). Data Group 2 also is a single line that specifies
the number of strata in the data seL The ERJROR program supports a maxi-
mum of 25 strata. Data Group 3 specifies the strata numbers and weights.
The strata numbers must be in numerical order and start with 1. The
strata weights must sum to 1.00. At least one blank space must separate
the stratum number and stratum weight in Data Group 3. Data Group 4
lists the observations of the sample data set consisting of the stratum num-
ber and the value of the variable (separated by at least one blank space).
(Note: Although the example data set uses the computer representation of
scientific notation (i.e., 2.5618E+01 is the computer form of 2.5618 x 101)
for the data values, this is not required. These numbers could have been
entered in a more typical decimal notation.)
Suggestion: use an extension of .ERR for ERROR data files. This will

distinguish them from other data files.

Program Execution

To run the Error Analysis program, simply type "error" at the DOS
prompt. Be sure your default directory (i.e., the directory that you are in
when you enter the above command) contains all of the files provided on
the Sampling Design Software disk.
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After the above command is entered, the program will prompt you for

all of the necessary inputs. Program flow is as follows:

a. Introductory screen.

b. Prompt for output route - output may be routed to either the screen
only or to a disk file as well as the screen (if disk file output is
selected, the program will prompt for a disk file name).

c. Prompt for input file name.

d. View output.

e. Repeat analysis with new data.

f. Exit program.

A documented session prestnted below provides a more complete view
of program flow.

Error Messages

After prompting for the input and output file names, ERROR performs
an error check on the input data set. If the data set specifies more than
25 strata for the analysis, the program reports: W

RROR NUMBER Or? STRATA ZIXCZDS MAXIMUM

If the strata weights do not sum to 1.00, the following error message is
reported:

3330R s WZIGRTS DO NOT SUM TO 1.00

ERROR reports the following message if any of the strata have less
than three observations:

ERROR LUSS THAN 3 SAJPLZS In STRAMN i

Documented Session

This example (-xecution of ERROR uses the EG.ERR data set provided
on the SDS distribution diskette. These data were derived from studies
conducted on Eau Galle Reservoir in west-cectral Wisconsin. Composite
epilimnetic samples for chlorophyll a were taken at approximately 2-week
intervals at Station 20 (a station located at the deepest part of the lake).
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The data were stratified a posteriori into four strata: spring, summer, fall,
and winter. The strata were defined as follows: "I" for spring - April and
May (61 days), "2" for summer - June, July, Augast, and September (122
days), "3" for fall - October and November (61 days), and "4" for winter -
December, January, and February (121 days). Strata weights were calcu-
lated by dividing the number of days in the stratum by 365.

The object of the analysis is to determine if the sampling design can be
improved through the use of a stratified design using an optimal allocation
of samples to the strata. Error analysis calculates the error variance as-
sociated with existing distribution of samples and determines an optimal
distribution based on th-. observed variance among strata. If the existing
and the optimal distribution of samples are considerably different, the sam- -
pling design can be improved by adopting the optimal distribution.

Entering the command "ERROR" at the DOS prompt begins the program.

V

Error Analysis
Sampling Design Software - Version 2.0 i

Developed by
Dr. Robert F. Gaugush

Environmental Iaboratory
LSAE Waterwwa Etperzin.nt Station

(Press any key to continue..)

Created usingl Turbo Pacal, Cap•f'•i' Sarland Inormatinal 1904, 1909

S''3
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After pressing any key, the program prompts for the output route.

selc output route

1) Screen only
2)Disk file

znter value to continue...
71 Help

Press F1 for help.

Select output rout*

1) Screen only
2) DIsk file

Fl-Helpj

Help - Output routing

Output from the Error Analysis program can be routed to a disk
file as well as to the screen. If you select to output to a disk
file, you will be prompted for a file name (paths can be included).E r 2 - Continue
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Press F2 to continue and clear the help window.

Select output route

1) screen only
2) Disk file

Enter value to continue...
l- Help

V

Select 2 (disk file output). ERROR then prompts for the oatput file name.
Use EG.OUT for this session.

Disk file name for output: eg.out

r r-.
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The program then prompts for the input rile name. Use EO.ERR for this
session.

M a.12-W

Ft Input date fil. name? eg.errI

Help -Input data file

Poiethe name of your input data file (previously prepared). I 1IPaths can be, included in the file specification. .1

* ttt*L-Et.tttt!t;~~~item~ _______

ERROR then displays the statistics for the stratified sample.

ii., -------------- ----- - -

ZAU GALLE - 1981 - STATION 20

sTRATiriC SAMPLE STATISTICS

t.MEAN 3.623+01
VARIANCE 1.85E+02

ERROR VARIANCE 3.971+01

FL-el I 2-Samp,* Stat 73-Strata Stat 74Aa si 5-Exit .
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Press F1 for help.
g !:-:,,:: :: :::':: : •:::: :: -:•::, :..:.W .V... .1'• : •::'•••"•::•::-ý ::•:::•:.• ........... :: ••:::• •: -:• . : :

. ~ ~ .* .. . . . . ... ..... ....

LAU GALLE - 1981 - STATION 20

STRATIFIED SAMPLE STATISTICS

IMAN 3.62E+01
VARIANCE 1.85V+02

ERROR VARIANCE 3.97E+01

Help - Stratifiled sample statistics

Statistics (mean, variance, and error variance) for the stratifiedsmle.

rF2 -Continue

el F2-S[m 73-Straa Stat 74-Analysis FS-Exit

Press I2 to continue and clear the help window.

EAU GALLS - 1981 - STATION 20

STRATIFIED SAMPLS STATISTICS

MEAN 3.62E+01 /
VARIANCE 1.815Z+02

ERROR VARIANCE 3.973+01

tIFl-Melp 72-Sml 7tt 3-Strata Stat 74As~is 75-Exit

'4
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Press 13 to see the strata statistics.

-. ~~ .** ..... IWIM"U___

EAU GALLE - 1991 - STATION 20

STRATA STATISTICS

STRATUM N MEAN VARIANCE ERROR VARIANCE

1 4 7.332t01 4.853+03 1.21E+03 -7
2 9 4.18E+01 3.42E+02 3.803+01
3 4 3.193+01 4.51E+01 1.139+01
4 S 1.393+01 9.34E+01 1.173+01

Fl-Eelp F2-Sample Stat F3-Strata Stat F4-Ana1sls F5-Exit

Press F1 for help.

EAt) GALLS - 1981 - STATION 20/

STRATA STATISTICS

STRATUM N MAN VARIANCE ERROR VARIANCE 0 <
1 4 7.333+01 4.852+03 1.212+03
2 9 4.18+E01 3.42E+02 3.803+01
3 4 3.19Z+01 4.513+01 1.13S+01
4 S 1.393+01 9.343+01 1.173+01

Statistics Hep niabertra sttstc samples, mean, variance, and error variance)
for each of the sampled strata.

F2 - Continua

38,
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APR%,Press F2 to continue and clear the help window. The screen returns to the0r'4 strata statistics. Press F4 to see the results of the error analysis.

EAU GALLE - 1981 -STATION 20

F ERROR ANALYSIS

STRATUM I VARIANCE 6N § OPTIMUM

1 SS3 10 52.5-
2 10.:7 I6. 27.9
3 0.6 16.0 5.1
4 3.2 32.0 14.5

VARIANCE WITH OXITINGL DESIGN 3.97Z401

VARIANCE WITH OPITIMAG DESIGN 3.96E401

Press Fl for help.

EAUi GALLZ -1981- STATION 20

ERROR ANALYSIS

STRATUM 6VARIANCE I N 6OPTIMUM

Help -Error analysis 6. 60 5.

Te a Variance Column gives the relative Contribution of each stratum
to the overall stratified sample Variance. The IN column shows how

* the samples were distributed among che strata. Using the observed
di tribution of variance among strata (the %Variance column), error
analysis suggests an optimal distribution of samples among the
strata (the "otimum column). The reported *Vaziance with optimal
design" is the error variance that would result if the optimal
design was adopted for future sampling (if conditions do not
dramatically change over time).

!F2 - Continue

Fl-Hal P2-S 1. Stat P3-Strata Stat P4-Analysis P5-Exit

ý17-
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Press 12 to continue and clear the help window.

&AU GALLE - 1981 - STATION 20

EmaR ANALYSIS

STRATUM 4 VARIANCE 4 N 4 OPTIMUM

1S.3 16.0 52.5
2 10.7 36.0 27.93 0.8 16.0 3.1

4 3.2 32.0 14.5

VARIANCE WITH EXISTING DESIGN 3.75E+01

VARIANCE WITH OPTIMAL DESIGN 1.93E+01

-ep P2-sa1e Stat: P3-Strat:a .;tat P4-Analysis FS-Exit

At any time during the program you can switch between the output win-
dows. Press 12 to return to the sample statistics screen.

RAU GALLE - 1961 - STATION 20

STRATIFIED SAMILE STATISTICS

NEAN 3.622+01

VARIANCE 1,85E+02
SERROR VARIANCE 3.972+01

I-al6 F2-S aple Stat F3-Strata Stat P4-Analysls PS-Exit

/.
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Press 14 to return to the error analysis screen.

EAU GALL" - 1981 - STATION 20

ME0OR ANALYSIS

STRATUM lb VARIANCE I N 0 OPTIMUM

1 85.3 16.0 52.5
2 10.7 36.0 27.9
3 0.0 16.0 3.1
4 3.2 32.0 14.5

VARIANCE WITH EXISTING DESIGN 3.97E+01

VARIANCE WITH OPTIMAL DESIGN 1.96E+01

rl-Help F2-Sample Stat F3-Strata Stat F!4-AnalYsas F5-Exit

The results of the error analysis indicate that the error variance could
be reduced to less than 50 percent (19.6/39.7 = 0.494) of its observed.
value by using the optimal design. The optimal design consists of a
redistribution of samples to place more samples in highly variable strata
and less samples in strata with less variability. The spring stratum
(stratum 1) accounts for over 85 percent of the observed variance (%
Variance column), but only 16 percent (% N column) of the samples were
allocated to this stratum. The optimal design would allocate just over 52
percent (% Optimum column) of the samples to this stratum. The winter
stratum (stratum 4) accounts for only 3 percent of the observed variance,
but 32 percent of the sampling effort was allocated to this stratum. The
optimal design suggests that only about. 15 percent of the samples should
be dedicated to this stratum.
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Press F5 to exit.

......&M .....

Repeat program with nfw data? (Y or N)f

At this point yo may choose to either run ERROR on another data set
or exit from the program.

42
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Example Output File

ERROR ANALYSIS

,AU GALLE - 1981 - STATION 20 Title

STRATIFIED SAmPLE STATISTICS

EAN 3.62E+01 -- Staistics for the entim stratfied sample
VARIANCE 1.831+02 J

ERROR VARIANCE 3.97E+01 --

STRATA STATISTICS

STRATUM N MEAN VARIlANCE ERROR VARIANCE

1 4 7.33E+01 4.815+03 1.212+03 Statistics for ech
2 9 4.18E+01 3.42E+02 3.801E+01 of the anata
3 4 3.19E+01 4.51E+01 1.13E+01
4 6 1.39E+01 9.341+01 1.17E+01

ERROR ANALYSIS

STRATUM % VARIANCE 0 N 4 OPTIMUM

1 85.3 16.0 82.5
2 10.7 36.0 27.8
3 0.8 16.0 5.1 Er analysis
4 3.2 32.0 14.5

VARIANCS WITH EXISTING DESIGN 3.971+01

VARIANCE WITH OPTIMAL DESIGN 1.961•401
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CI 'ustr anlyss i a mltiarite cassfictiontecniqe tht my -

5h copstoofterpyolntn euefcluster Analysis i

tpcalusater analysis isd can buvrae classific ation t19chnique that mayrb
psituatonfrterta sampling design evaluation), cluster analysis maye sd oidn

tify and possibly reduce redundancies in the sampling design. The use of
cluster analysis for this type of application is descmibed more completely
in Gaugush (1987).

In the evaluation of a sampling design, cluster analysis can be used to
examine the quality of the 'information being provided by elements of the
sampling design. In cluster analysis these elements are referred to as "en-
tities" and may be sampling stations, dates, and/or the strata used in a
stratified sampling design. The analysis begins with each entity in its own
cluster and proceeds to join similar clusters until all of the entities are in a
single cluster. The object, when used to evaluate a sampling design, is to
determine if all of the elements of the design are providing independent in-
formation. For example, assume that data have been collected for twelve
stations in a reservoir and a cluster analysis of the data indicates that the
data fall into four clusters each represented by three stations. This im-
plies that some of the stations are redundant (they are supplying essential-
ly the same information). If the sampling program were to be continued
(as in a monitoring program), the results of the cluster analysis could be
used to reduce sampling effort. Sampling only 1 of the 3 stations from
each cluster would result in the use of 4 stations rather than 12.

The CLUSTER program can be used to identify redundancies in sam-
pling programs and suggest ways in which to reduce sampling effort in fu-
ture studies. CLUSTER uses one of three clustering methods (average
linkage, centroid, or Ward's method) to cluster the data, outputs a tabular
"history" of the clustering; and produces a dendrogram of the clustering.

chqter 5 Cluste Analysi
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Data Set Preparation

0 The Cluster Analysis program requires that input data sets be prepared
prior to its use (i.e., data input during the program i- not available). Data

sets can be prepared with most text editors and word processing software.
The data sets may contain only ASCII characters and none of the special
characters used by most word processors for formatting. If you use a
word processor to generate your data sets, be sure to save the files in DOS
or ASCII format.

Data in CLUSTER input files are organized into four groups:

Group I - title
Group 2 - problem size identifiers
Group 3 - entity names
Group 4 - data records

'1/

An example data set, EG.CLS, is provided on the SDS distribution dis-
kette and is shown below:

ZAO GALLE Data Group I
5 3 Dam Group
STA2'
STA2O I
STA30 I Data Group 3
STA50I
STA60
.069 1.507 44.129
.078 1.503 43.144
.068 1.473 41.155 - D= Group 4
.068 1.427 33.800J
.070 1.487 46.068-

CLUSTER does not require strict positioning of data in specific columns,
but it does have two simple requirements: (a) each line must start in
column 1, and (b) multiple items on a single line must be separated by one
blank space. Data Group I consists of a single line specifying a title for
the data set (maximum of 60 characters). Data Group 2 is a single line
with two items. Tho first is the number of entities in the data set, and the
second indicates the number of variables to be used. The CLUSTER pro-
gram can handle a maximum of 50 entities with a maximum of 10 vari-
ables. Data Group 3 provides the names of the entities (one line for each
of the entities specified in Data Group 2). Each name can have ia maxi-
mum of 20 characters. In the example data set, the entities are water
quality sampling stations in Eau Galle Reservoir. Data Group 4 lists the
data for the variables (one line for each entity and in the same order) to be
used in the cluster analysis. In the example data set, these variables are
total phosphorus, total nitrogen, and chlorophyll a concentrations (from
left to right).

Suggestion: use an extension of .CLS for CLUSTER data files. This will
distinguish them from other data files.
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Program Execution

To run the Cluster Analysis program, simply type "cluster" at the DOS
prompt. Be sure your default directory (i.e., the directory that you are in
when you enter the above command) contains all of the files provided on
the Sampling Design Software disk.

After the above command is entered, the program will prompt you for
all of the necessary inputs. Program flow is as follows:

a. Introductory screen.

b. Prompt for input file name.

c. Prompt for output file name.

d. Prompt for clustering method.

e. View output.

. xitprogram.

A documented session presented below provides a more complete view
of program flow.

Error Messages

After prompting for the input and output file names, CLUSTER per-
forms an rror check on the input data set. If the data set specifies either
more than 50 entities or more than 10 variables in Data Group 2, CLUSTER
outputs the following:

UROR IN INPOT FMLE

NITZZR NUMBER OF ENTITIES SO OR

Uwsa or VAlUABLJS 10

EDIT INPUT FIPE.zAND IGri AGAIN

After displaying the error message the program te s.

46,
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CLUSTER also perfo. ms an error check on Data Group 4. If the stand-
ard deviation of any of the variables is zero, CLUSTER outputs the follow-
ing:

ERROR IN DATA

STANDARD DEVIATION FOR VARIABLE J IS ZERO

TEIS MEANS THAT VARIABLE J IS TUE SAME FOR

ALL ENTITIES AND WILL SERVE NO PURPOSE IN THE

CLUSTER ANALYSIS - DELETE THE VARIABLE FROM THE

INPUT FILE AND BEGIN AGAIN

As the error message states, a variable without variance (standard
deviation equal to zero) does not add information to the cluster analysis.
After displaying the error message, the program terminates.

Documented Session

This example execution of CLUSTER uses the EG.CLS data set
provided on the SDS distribution diskette. These data were derived from
studies conducted on Eau Galle Reservoir in west-central Wisconsin. The
entities arc five water quality stations within the reservoir. Stations 10
and 50 (STAI0 and STAh0) are littoral stations located in two different
coves. Station 40 (STA40) is an inlet station. Station 30 (STA30) is le.-
cated over the old river channel, and Station 20 (STA20) is located over
the deepest portion of the pool. These stations were routinely sampled,
and the data in Group 4 of EG.CLS are station means for total phos-
phorus, total nitrogen, and chlorophyll a in the epilimnion (0 - 3 m) for
one growing season (April - September).

The object of the analysis is to determine if any of the stations are
redundant. If two or more stations are supplying the same information,
the possibility exists for reducing the number of stations. Reducing the
number of stations brings about the obvious reduction in costs without
reducing the information derived from the sampling program.
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Entering the command "CLUSTER" at the DOS prompt begins the
program.

Cluster Analysis

Sampling Design Software - Version 2.0

Dewelo?ed by
Dr. Robert F. Gaugush

Environmentl laboatory
USAE Watm-rnys Experlment Station

/o-.

(Press any key to continue...)

Created using Turbo Pascal, Co•,right Borland International 1964, 1989

After pressing any key, the program prompts for the input file name.
For this session enter EG.CLS.

Input data file name? eg.cls

Provide the file name of your data file. Paths are accepted.
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CLUSTER then prompts for the output file name. Use EG.OUT for
this session.

Output data file name? eq.out

I Provide a file name of your output data file. Paths are accepted.

At this point CLUSTER prompts for the method to be used in the clus-
ter analysis. Help windows are available by pressing Fl, F2, F3, or F4.

- -:.. . . : :. -' :e7

CLUSTERING METHOD: AVERAGE LINKAGE (A)
CENTROID (C)

WARDS (W)

/Sinter choice of method... Cr 4 d

F1 - General helpSpecific help: F2 -Avg linkage F3 -Centroid F4 Wards 
""r
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Press F1 and the following is displayed.

CLUSTERING METHOD: AVERAGE LINKAGE (A)

CENTROID (C)
WARDS (N)

Hep-Clusteringmehd

Three methods (average linkage. centroid, and Wards) are available
to use to cluster the data. Select a method by entering the letter

Sassociated with the desired method.

rF2 - Continue

I ,

".. . . . . ........ . .....

./

Press F2 to continue, and the help window is removed.

CLUSTERIN(; METHOD: AVERAGE LINKAGE (A)
CENTROID (C)

WMAS (N)

Enter choice of method...

rl - General help
Specific help: F2 - Avg linkage r3 - Centroid F4 - Wards

V.. .. .. .. ..... . . ..t:t :. ... . . . . . • : .. . : _ . . . .
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Press F2 fur the Average Linkage help window.

•i . /

CLUSTERING METHOD: AVER(AGE LINKAGE (A)
CENTROID (C) (E.

WARDS IN)

Help - Clustering method: Average linkage

I| This clustering method has been found (along with Wards method) to
| be one of the more robust approaches to clustering data. In average

•. | linkage the distance between two clusters is the average distance
| distance between pairs of observations, one in each cluster. This

Smethod tends to produce clusters with small variance and is souewhat
biased toward producing cluAters with the sam variance.

I F2 - Continue

Pressing F2 (continue) again would remove the help window and re-
store the me:hod selection screen. For the sake of brevity, assume F2 was
pressed followed by P3 for the Centroid help window.

CLUSTERING METHOD: AVERAGE LINKAGE (A)
CENTROID (C)

WARDS (N)

H~elp- Clustering method: Centraid

This clustering method uses the distance between the centroids or *imeans of the clusters. This method is more robust to the presence of

m o outliers in the data than either the average linkage or Wards
methods. In other respects, the cantroid method may not perform as
well as the other two methods.

I F2 - Continue
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Again assume F2 was pressed to return to the method selection screen
and then R4 was selected to bring up the help window on Wards method.

CLUSTERING METHOD: AVERAGE LINKAGE (A)
CENTROID (C)

VMGS (W)

~Help- Clusteringmethod: Wards

This clustering method, although robust, tends to join clusters with ,

a small number of observations and is biased towsrd producing
clusters with generally the same number of observations. This method ,
is also sensitive to the presence of outliers in the data.IP 12Continue~

Press P2 to return to the method selection screen.

CLUSTERING METHOD: AVERAGE LINKAGE (A) j
CENrA'OID Jc)I

VMRS IV)

Mn•er choice of method...

71 - General help

Specific help: F2 - Avg linkage 73.- Centr•od F4 - Wards

L " t

V~irn

te
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Press A to select the average linkage method.

V File: eq.out

MjCuster Analysis

ID
NUMBER ENITY

I 3TA10
2 3TA20

3 STA30
4 STA50
5 STAGO

Average Linkage Method used for clustering

Fl-Help F2-Exit Moveet Ie:Ho, nd Pgt1; Pgn Up and Down Arro

At this point the cluster analysis is complete and you can view your out-
put file (in this case EG.OUT as indicated in the iirst line). The cursor
movement keys (Home, End, Page Up, Page Down, up arrow, and down
arrow as indicated on the last line) allow you to browse through the output
file. Press Page Down.

File: eg.outf tage Clusters Joined Distance

I1 5 6:2!:E-01
21 3 1.1.0

3 1 2 3191E.00
4 1 4 6.0009+00

T The distances are segmented into the following
Sse sfor the Linear dendrogras

CLASS LONER BOUND UPPER BOUND

1 6.0601-01 8.2371-01
2 8.237E-01 1.039E+00
3 1.039E+00 1.2551+00
4 1.255E+00 1.4711+00

5 1.4711+00 1.6866E+00

/7

/7

Pr-ess A to elet ah avewag likgemtd
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The next 20 lines of the output file are displayed. Press Page Downagain. @'

File: eg. out - -"

6 1.6863400 1.902E÷00
"7 1.S9024+00 2.114E+00
* 2.118E+00 2.32•3+00
* 2.333E+00 2 .549E+00

10 2.549E+00 2. 765E300
11 2.765E+00 2.9811+00 -
12 2.981E400 3.196E+00
13 3.1963+00 3.412E+00
14 3.412E+00 3.6283+00
15 3.6263+00 3.8431+00
16 3.8433+00 4.059E+00
17 4.059E+00 4.275E+00
18 4.275E+00 4.490E+00
19 4.490E+00 4.706E+00
20 4.7063+00 4.922E+00
21 4.922E+00 5.1373.00
22 5.137E+00 5.3533+00
23 5.3533+00 5.569E+00
24 5.569E+00 5.7843+00
25 5.7843+00 6.000E+00

F1-Hf? F2-txit Movement Ke!ys: ot EnPj, PgDn2 Up and Down Arrowsr:-'k W••x X.;.,. gm;L": no..,t. . vmr:

Again the display moves 20 lines down. Press Home.

File: eg.out

lustar Analysis

LAD GIALLE

I STAID

2 STA20
3 STA30
4 STA5O

Average Linkage Method used for clustering

* P Puo , =U n onArrows
Hl- elp F2- Eu~t: Movement. Keysi Home, End .t~p :tn h p n.d Dow :.,.8 :
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The display returns to the top of the output file. Press End.

File: eg.out

24 4.99E+00 5.475E+00
25 5.475E+00'% 6.0005.00

GometricScl
It l23 4 3 6 9lll~l 12 3 1 15167 1; 1920 21 2223 24 25

2
4

1ID 1 23 4 6 10 910 131 12 315516 17 1819 20 21 2223 2425f
Geometric scale

~~~~±~~n 9PEi~Myaeted and Down Arrows

The display moves to the bottom of the output file. Press the up arrow
three times.

file: eq * ut

21 3.796E+00 4.160E.00
22 4.1601.00 4.559E+00
23 4.559E+00 4.996EO00
24 4.996E.00 5.475E+00
25 5.475E+00 6.000E+00

Geometric Scale

2ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10131 12 13 14 15 6119 20 2 122 23 24 2 5

~ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111221314 1526 1118 19 202122 2324 25

1 i Ex~it Movement Xe: oe*onArw
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The display moves up three lines. The other movement keys operate in
a similar manner. Press F1 for help..~.

21 3.796E+00 4.160Z+00
22 4.1601400 4.5593+00

24 4.996+00 5451025 5 .4751+00 6.0ooz+00
Help -Cluster analysis output

Sotdescriptions of various portions of the output are available.

F3 - Entity and ID numbers

N4- Stages of clustering 24 25

5 - Distances.
r6 - Dendrogram

17 - Linear vs. ge*ometric scale* for the dendrogram

r2 - Continue 24 2

A help menu window is displayed over the output file. Press F3.

File: *g.out

21 3.7963+00 4.1:0:+00
22 4.1601.00 4.5591+00
Hep- Entity listing

Thssection lists the ID numbers that have been assigned to the
ies n the data set. Entities can be stations, dates, depth*, ereservoir, etc . This listing vill be necessary to interpret the

dedrga m 1r2 - Continue

N 14Stages of clustering 24 25

* 15 - Distances

17 - Linear vs. geomtric scales for the dendrogras Z
16 - Den ra. r2 -Continue u.rnm.n.J24 25

* . 1plF2-Exit movement Keys: Dow Arrows
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A second help window appears describing the association between ID
numbers and the entity names in the data set. Pressing F2 (Continue)
removes both help screens and restores the output screen. Press F2 to con-
tinue followed by F1 for the help menu, and then press F4 for help on the
clustering stages.

rile: eg. out

21 3. 796E+00 4.160E+00
22 4.16 0+00 4.559E+00

SýHelp - Clustering stages

M This section of the output provides a tabular display of the data
used to develop the deandrogram. At each stage of the clustering, two

Slusters are joined (shown in the "Clusters Joined' column) to formI. ew cluster. The 'Distance* column provide a measure of the
relative similarity of the members of the cluster. The smaller theSdistance, the greater the similarity.

ýF2 -Continue ------ 24 25

r5 - Distances

F6 - Dendrogram

F7 - Linear vs. geometric scales for the dendrogram

F2 - Continue 24 25

iF-Help F2-Exit Movement Keys: Home, End, P Up and Down Arrows

Press P2 to continue followed by F1 for the help menu and F5 for help
on the distance classes.

File: eg.out

21 3.796E+00 4.160E+00
22 4.160E+00 4.559E+00

Help -Distances 1
The range of relative distance (presented in the output describing
the clustering stages) is divided into 25 discrete classes. This is
necessary to accommodate the techniques used to develop the graphical

epiction of the dendrogram. r2 - Continue

F4 - stages of clustering 24 25

Fs - Distances

F6 - Dendrogram

F7 - Linear vs. geometric scales for the dandrogram

F2 - Continue 24 25

1-Hlo~ 12-Exit Movement Key's: Home, End, P 1U, PoDn, In and Down Arrows
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Press F2 to continue followed by F1 for the help m=nu and F6 for the
dendrogram help window.

....... .......... . -....... .... ...

File: eg. ou•

21 3.796E+00 4.160E+00
22 4.160E+00 4.559E+00

Help - Dendrogra"

The graphical display fr'om a cluster analysis is referred to as a
dendrogram because of itl tree-like appearance. At the "trunk, all
of the entities have been joined into a single cluster (at the far
right of the dendrogram). At the far left, each of the fbranches'
represents a single entity and each cluster has only one entity.
Moving from left to right, clusters are joined until all of the
entities have been combined into a single cluster.

The ID values listed along the left margin correspond to those 24 25

assigned to the entities in the data set. The values (1 -25) along
the top and bottom of the dendrogram correspond to the criterion
values and provide a relative measure of the similarity between
members of a cluster. Clusters at the left are composed of more
similar members than clusters at the right.

r2 - Continue 24 25

tgF1-Helj F2-Exit Movement Keys: Home, End, POUP, PgDn, U. and Down Arrows

Press F2 to continue followed by Fl for the help menu and F7 for help
on the scales used for depicting the dendrogram.

S. ... ... ... ...... . .t .. .. ....__________

Files eg.out

21 3.796E+00 4.1601+00
22 4.160E+00 4.559E+00

* Help - Linear vs. geometric scales

Dendrograms are output using both a linear and geometric scale for
the relative distances between members of a cluster. This is done
because if the range of relative distances is very large, the plot
algorithm gets "confused" when drawing the left side (where the
relative distances are at a minimum) of the dendrogram using a
linear scale. When the range of relative distances is large and a
linear scale is used, there is too much detail on the left side of
Sthe dendrogram for the algorithm to deal with. 24 25

When the distance range is large (P than two orders of magnitude)the dendrorram plotted on a geometric scale will provide a betterrepresentation of the clustering.

F2 - Continue

F2 - Continue , .m 24 25

Fl-Helo F2-Exit Movement Keys: Home, End, PDoio Pofn DOwn Arrows

Press P2 to continue and P2 again to exit the program.

Using the dendrogram (the entire output file is presented in the next
section) one can see that the two littoral stations (ID numbers I and 5) are
very similar and are clustered together in the first stage. The inlet station
(ID number 4) is very different from all of the other stations and is only
grouped with the rest at the last stage. With this information it may be
possible to reduce sampling effort at this reservoir by sampling only one
of the two littoral stations currently being sampled.
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Example Output File

Cluster Analysis

•A, GALLE Tide provide in input data set

NUMBER ENTITY

1 STA I- ID numbers associated with entity names
2 STA20
3 STA30
4 STAS0 ,

5 STA60

Average Linkage Method used for clustering

Method used

Stage Clusters Joined Distance

1 1 5 6.080E-01
2 1 3 1.219E+00 I- "History" of the clustering
3 1 2 3.191E+00 J
4 1 4 6.000E+00

The distances arc segmented into the following

classes fir the Linear dendrogram

CLASS LOWER BOUND UPPER BOUND

1 6.080E-01 !.2371-01
2 8.237E-01 1.039Z+00
3 1.039E+00 1.255E+00
4 l.255E+00 1.4713+00
5 1.471E+00 1.6:6!+00
* 1.686E+00 1.902E+00
7 1.902E+00 2.118E+00
* 2.118E+00 2.333E÷00
9 2.333E+00 2.549E+00

10 2.549E+00 2.765E+00 Tw range in distance between i the iml age an the
11 2.765E+00 2.9810+00 i- irst stag of the dusterins i divided into 25 equal
12 2.902Z+00 3.196E+00 Clsses for displaying the dendrognam.
13 3.196E+00 3.4123+00
14 3.412E+00 3.628£÷00
15 3.628E+00 3.843E+00
16 3.843E+00 4.059E+00
17 4.059E+00 4.275E+00
18 4.275E+00 4.4903+00
19 4.490E+00 4.706E+00
20 4.706E+00 4.922E+00
21 4.922E+00 5.1373+00
22 5.137E+00 5.353E+00
23 5.353E+00 5.569E+00
24 5.569E+00 5.784E+00
25 5.784E+00 6.000E+00
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r-- Dendrogramn displayed using a linea scale

Linear Scal
ID 1 23 4 56 1 8091610213112513 14 5l687819 20'21 2223 24 25

2
4

ID 1 2 3 4 576 7 91 0 11412 13 614 15 61 819 20 21222324 25
Linear scale

,,:ditances are segmented into the following
claae for the Geometric dand~rogra5

CLASS LOWER BOUND UPPER SOUND -

1 6.0803-01 6.6633-01
2 6.663E-01 7.302E-01
3 7.302E-01 8.003E-01
4 8.003E-01 8.7703-01 I
6 9.612E-01 1.053E+00

7 1.053E+00 1.154E+00
8 1.154E.00 1.265E+00
9 1.265E+00 1.386L+00

10 1.386E+00 1.519E+00
11 1.519E+00 1.665E+00 7U =h age in distance betwee die last stage and dfe first
12 1.665E+00 1.825E+00 stageeofthe clustering is divided into 25 classes using a
13 1.825E+00 2.0003+00 I geomtrieic scale.
14 2.0003+00 2.1911+00
15 2.191E+00 2.401E+00 I
16 2.4019.00 2.632E+00
17 2.432E.00 2.6843+00
is 2.884E.00 3.161E+00 I

20 3.464E+00 3.796E+00
21 3.7963+00 4.160E+00
22 4.160E+00 4.559E+00
23 4.559E+00 4.996E+00
24 4.996E.00 5.475X+00
25 5.475E+00 6.0003+00 --

Dendrogram displayed Using a geometric scale

Geometric Scale
ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 1011 121314 15 1617 181920 2122 2324 25

I
5
3
2
4

In 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112132415 1617 1819 20 2122 2324 25
Geometric scale
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